
‘An Inspector 

Calls’



Step 1- Synopsis
• The Birlings are celebrating Sheila’s 

engagement to Gerald. Inspector Goole turns 
up and systematically explains why each one 
of them are partly responsible for the suicide 
of Eva Smith a.k.a Daisy Renton. Her road to 
suicide began with Birling sacking her for 
going on strike for decent pay. She drank 
bleach. After the inspector leaves the family 
find out there is no ‘Goole’ working for the 
police. There is also no dead girl. Until……..

Genre-
Crime Thriller/ 

morality/political  
play- teaches us a 

message



Reminder-

when & where
• 3 acts performed one  after the other – no 

interval

• One single night April 1912 (night the 
Titanic sank)

• It is set just after the Edwardian period. 

• [ King Edward died in 1910 ]

• In the dining room of the upper middle class 
Birling family (the dining room)

• Fictional industrial town in the north 
Midlands - Brumley 



Context
• First performed in the UK in 1946. Just after 

WW2. First performed in Moscow.

• At the time lots of writers were concerned 
with the rights and welfare of the poor. 

• In ‘An Inspector Calls’, Priestley exposes social 
injustice. The rich exploit the poor.

NB. Using a non-Naturalistic set can make your 
production focus on this message. 

It’s still very relevant today in 2020!



Settings required
• Unlike lots of plays, there is just one location described. There is no interval 

but if you used Proscenium Arch you could close the curtains between acts or 
use a blackout.

• These are the settings Priestley describes in the stage directions-

• Act 1 – a dining room of a fairly large suburban house 
• Act 2 – scene and situation are exactly as they were at the end of scene 1
• Act 3 – exactly as at the end of act 2

Priestley suggests –
“Good Solid furniture of the period…..not cosy and homelike…” Edwardian style
He also suggests they are trying to show off their wealth, ‘imposing but tasteless  
pictures…’

Even though there is just 1 location described, Priestley also said that you could 
be advised to not use an ordinary REALISTIC [Naturalistic] set.  



His original stage directions



Quiz – check up 1

1. When did he write it and when was it set?

2. What’s the main message / idea that 
Priestley wants the audience to go away 
with?

3. Where does the play take place?



Look at the set designs for ideas & 
choose the one you will like best



Example 1-

Set design style- Naturalistic or not? What clues can you see?

Stage design- Can you spot how many sides the audience are on?

What can you see that makes it suggest the dining room of the 

wealthy Birling family?



• The set is Naturalistic.

• They’ve used a box set , so the flats look like it’s a 

real life dining room, where Priestley set it.

• The floor covering is designed to look like 

parquet [design] wooden flooring – very expensive. 

It is probably a floor cloth. 

• There are details like a chandelier and wall 

mounted lights. The chandelier may or may not be 

able to be move using the fly system. If it is used 

to perhaps  crash to the floor, it would need to be 

sugar glass, which is light and not dangerous 

when it breaks.

• The furniture appears wooden and dark mahogany 

to tie in with Edwardian style and reflect wealth. 

Note the fireplace and candlesticks.

• The walls [flats] have covered in replica wallpaper 

designs from the period [expensive] The colour is 

warm. [remember Priestley’s stage directions?]

• The large wooden door, upstage centre makes it a 

real focal point. The Inspector could enter 

dramatically from this point. There are also steps 

which create a change in levels – perhaps useful 

for status ?

This a thrust stage with 

the audience on 3 sides

• Whilst the table is large enough 

to suggest the dining room 

there is still plenty of stage 

space for the action. It could be 

light weight wood, painted to 

look heavy, old and expensive.





The set at first seems 

Naturalistic.

The wooden floor boards 

effect  and expensive rug, 

chandelier etc.

The wooden furniture and 

tall windows which 

suggest the wealth of the 

owners.

If you look carefully at the 

flats created to make the 

walls and windows however 

– you can see they are on 

an angle inwards – leaning 

into the space. 

It may be that the angle is 

the same all the way 

through the play. However 

perhaps they’ve used some 

kind of mechanised pulley 

system – so that the top 

sections lean forward as 

the play progresses? What 

might this suggest / 

symbolise?



What similarities, 
dissimilarities do you 
see here?
Materials used?
Colours ?
Furniture?
Flooring?
Walls? [flats]

What do you like? 
What might you use?

Can you spot what is 
behind the window on 
the left hand side of 
the picture? [stage 
right if you were 
standing on stage]
Why would they use 
so many windows?

Example 3



This is an end-on stage, you can’t see properly from 

this picture.

There are similarities in use of materials for furniture 

and wooden flooring and rich colours in an expensive 

looking rug.

Notice the different levels that are used. These 

rostra platforms divide up the stage space into the 

actual dining table area and a seating area upstage 

left. Why might that be useful?

The audience is raked [on a slope] so they are 

looking down on the action.

The set includes a box set of large wooden windows. 

Behind them appear to be either painted canvas 

scenery or a cyclorama where images of the 

exterior world outside are seen have been projected. 

They appear to be factories with smoking chimneys? 

What might this symbolise / suggest to the audience 

This could suggest the fact that the Birlings can see 

[windows] the world outside – it does seem rather far 

away or they choose to ignore this,  even though their 

wealth is built on the factories and poor workers.





This is another production which uses the same set design /furniture but projects 
images  onto the cyclorama. These are just 2 examples from the show. What do they 
show? 
How might you used projections to help make the audience understand something 
about location or the action taking place? Or maybe how the characters are feeling?

Example 5- cyclorama



Example 6-

It’s obviously not Naturalistic but how has it been designed to 

suggest the wealth of the Birlings, the time period & location?



These are sections of the same 

production.

The top one is before the 

Inspector arrives when they are 

discussing business and Sheila’s 

engagement.

The one below is when the 

inspector arrives.

The windows and doors seem to 

be suspended from above. 

What’s this called?

When the Inspector arrives  the 

main doors can be opened. It 

would need some kind of 

weight and brace system  

behind it, to keep it safe and 

stable.

It appears like the windows 

could be lowered or lifted. 

Think why that would be a good 

use of set design and space for 

different moments in the play.



This looks like the opening to a huge picture 

window. It has a cyclorama behind. What might 

you project onto it? If you look closely you can 

just see black outlines of something

Example 7



Look at the use of stage space and levels. The dining table and furniture are raised 

up. Downstage we see the ‘foundations’ of the house. What can you see exactly?

What do we call the part of the stage in front of the proscenium arch?

What part of the play do you think is happening? Why might it take place on the lower 

level, closer to the audience? Is it just about making the most of the space or 

representing something more?

What contrasts in colour and texture can you see between the interior of the dining 

room and what’s below? Why?



The curves and arch shapes suggest the wealth of the Birlings – decorative 

features of architecture and plasterwork,  would only be for the rich. There 

appears to be a cyclorama again at the back.



The dining table is place on raised stage platform, on a slope.

Why might that be? Although we are focusing on set design, who 

do you think the actress downstage [at the front] is representing 

on the lower level? Remember the set is designed to be used 

and support the actors and the plot.To communicate a message.

This is very 

abstract. 

What do the wheels 

and cogs represent? 

Look at the size of 

them in comparison 

to the dining room 

table. What might it 

symbolise?

Rather than below 

the stage the parts 

of  machinery  are 

up above the 

‘house’, suspended 

at angles, on wires. 

Perhaps they could 

even be lowered 

during the 

production?

Think why ?

Example 9



Copy and paste your chosen set 
design here.

• Explain why you’ve chosen this one to suit the 
play. 


